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1: Brave New World - Wikipedia
the text of Brave New World by Aldous Huxley. Chapter One. A SQUAT grey building of only thirty-four stories. Over the
main entrance the words, CENTRAL LONDON HATCHERY AND CONDITIONING CENTRE, and, in a shield, the World
State's motto, COMMUNITY, IDENTITY, STABILITY.

The following review contains humor. Look for the irony of the italicized parts when compared to the
previous statements. I have to apologize for this review. The concept of this book was so outlandish that I
think it made my mind wander, and you may find some odd random thoughts scattered in it. Anyhow, this
book was so silly and unrealistic. Like any of this could happen. I really should look into getting that data
entry position I saw in the job postings. Subliminal messaging through infancy and childhood also condition
people to repeat idiotic platitudes as if they are genuine wisdom. I need to turn that frown upside down. I
should go buy some new ones and throw the old ones out. Should I get a new set of golf clubs? But would I
play more if I got new clubs? The population even gets to zip around in their own private helicopters rather
than cars. Man, when are they going to come out with jet packs for everyone. I want my jet pack! Casual sex is
actively encouraged. These condom commercials on TV have gotten really racy. Like a businessman could
ever become that popular. Is Steve Jobs making any announcements this week? While everyone seeks to be
constantly entertained, all of the entertainment panders to the lowest common denominator. Hey, Jersey Shore
is on! Perhaps the most far fetched idea in this is that the population has been trained to sedate themselves
with a drug called soma that relives any potential anxieties and keeps people from thinking about anything
upsetting. I want a beer. I guess this Huxley guy might have gotten lucky and predicted a few things, but he
was way off base about where society was going.
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This guide to reading and understanding "A Brave New World" includes a chronology of Aldous Huxley's life and career,
critical essays on the novel, and primary and secondary bibliographies for further reading.

It has stood the test of time. Aldous Huxley wrote several influential books over the course of a long writing
career but none has caused as much controversy and debate as Brave New World. Published in , when fascism
was beginning to raise its ugly head in Europe, the book went far beyond any totalitarian dream and
introduced readers to a new nightmarish world controlled by cold, calculating scientific bureaucrats. You
could say all inhabitants of this world have been manipulated from birth and are sleepwalking their way
through uneventful lives. Yet, there is a human twist midway through the book which adds spice to an already
intriguing story. In Act 5 Scene 1 Miranda, daughter of the exiled magician Prospero, says: How many goodly
creatures are there here! How beauteous mankind is! The world is run by ten controllers who maintain
happiness through various forms of intensive conditioning and a drug called soma. The majority are content to
live with the status quo. Those who rebel are sent to islands or got rid of. No-one is ever alone except when
they take soma, and emotional engineering ensures that rebellious feelings are nullified. Sexual experiences
are encouraged from early age. Marriage, parenthood, family and home are long lost concepts. Illness and old
age are a thing of the past. Recreation comes in the form of electro-magnetic or Obstacle golf, tennis and
flying around in special planes and helicopters. The only humans living outside of this conditional existence
are the savages who follow traditional old fashioned ways inside a Savage Reservation, based in New Mexico.
Only elite members of the controlling majority are allowed into this special fenced off area. Touch the fence
and you die. These opening paragraphs help set the scene for the development of Henry and Lenina, who
happen to be in a bit of an odd relationship. In this Brave New World promiscuity is encouraged and anyone
becoming too familiar in a partnership might be viewed with suspicion. Yes, everyone belongs to everyone
else! Eventually Lenina Crowne meets up with another man, Bernard Marx, a psychologist who also happens
to be an Alpha Plus intellectual. But this Bernard is seen as a bit of a loner. Bernard has a male friend, another
high flyer Alpha Plus, Helmholtz Watson, a Synthetic Composer of hypnopaedia messages. Both are
somehow different from the average Brave New Worlder in that they want something more than society can
give them. Not many ordinary people get the chance to visit a Savage Reservation. This seemingly trivial
anecdote turns out to be the pivotal part of the whole human story. John takes with him the one item he
cherishes and quotes from - The Complete Works of William Shakespeare. This turns out to be a disastrous
move for all concerned. Lenina becomes infatuated with John but cannot understand his aggressive reactions
in the face of her advances. He comes from a culture which promotes loyalty to one partner only, she from just
the opposite. Over time, John becomes tired of his new found status and rebels against stability and happiness,
despite the close friendship of Helmholtz Watson, who loves to read from Shakespeare: Bernard and
Helmhotz are exiled to islands whilst John goes off to live by himself in a lighthouse out in the Surrey
countryside. Here he reverts back to type, makes bows and arrows, hunts and, as he did on the Reservation,
regularly whips himself to bloodiness. Without giving too much away this is the end of the road for John. His
quest for solitude is spoiled when reporters and media crews start to invade his personal space, greedy for
images of the celebrity savage who whips himself. Crowds gather to witness the spectacle, eager to experience
a human in real pain, for they know nothing of this sensation. A tragic end for a young man who, born
naturally to a confused but loving mother, could not face a sterile future in this Brave New World. The Most
Important Theme? This book raises all sorts of questions about where our society is heading and how it will be
shaped. An important theme throughout is stability; how to maintain happiness for the majority and keep
subversive elements away from the mainstream. Control of individuals begins at birth. Babies are grown or
farmed in huge numbers and brainwashed from a very early age. For starters, test tube babies are here. Genetic
research and manipulation seems to be taking us down the path towards perfecting forms. Plus, our
increasingly high tech world means we have less time to enjoy nature, appreciate our inner emotional energies
and form lasting, wholesome partnerships. Is this Brave New World already taking shape inside us?
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Brave New World Study Questions written by: I suppose you could use them to prepare for an exam or class
discussion too. Answer these Brave New World comprehension questions and find out. John the Savage refers
to civilization as a "brave new world," initially with hope and enthusiasm and then with bitterness and irony.
In The Tempest, Prospero and his daughter are exiled to an island inhabited by one other individual, Caliban.
Prospero enslaves Caliban in hopes of "civilizing" him. This civilization includes Caliban being introduced to
liquor, which he abuses. Caliban resents Prospero for stealing his home, which angers Prospero, causing him
to treat Caliban even more harshly. Individuals have become sexual commodities. Along with the loss of
individuality comes the loss of self worth. Lenina, for example, considers herself a commodity to be shared
with all. Everybody belongs to everyone is a hypnopaedic preconditioning phrase repeated frequently. Even in
death, individuals are viewed as commodities, as a source of phosphorus. The dead are sent to the hospital to
die in solitude. Bokanovsky twins swarm throughout the hospital mortality ward as a form of "death
conditioning," with no regard for the patients. How does the World State keep its citizens happy? It begins
with genetic tampering before citizens are even born. Certain substances are injected into embryos depending
on the caste to which they belong. Genetic tampering then gives way to psychological conditioning through
the repetition of targeted beliefs. That, however, is not enough to keep citizens constantly happy, so the
government distributes soma for those times when pain and stress arrive. Once he becomes popular and sought
after by beautiful women, he no longer wishes to upset the social order. Bernard shows himself to be a selfish
coward on many occasions: He sobs uncontrollably after being banished.
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Free reading novel Brave New World on website, you can read more type of book at Online reading novels for free. Free
reading novel Brave New World on website, you.

How many goodly creatures are there here! How beauteous mankind is! He was a contributor to Vanity Fair
and Vogue magazines, and had published a collection of his poetry The Burning Wheel, and four successful
satirical novels: Huxley said that Brave New World was inspired by the utopian novels of H. He wrote in a
letter to Mrs. Arthur Goldsmith, an American acquaintance, that he had "been having a little fun pulling the
leg of H. Wells", but then he "got caught up in the excitement of [his] own ideas. Lenina Crowne, a hatchery
worker, is popular and sexually desirable, but Bernard Marx, a psychologist, is not. He is shorter in stature
than the average member of his high caste, which gives him an inferiority complex. Courting disaster, Bernard
is vocal and arrogant about his criticisms, and his boss contemplates exiling him to Iceland because of his
nonconformity. His only friend is Helmholtz Watson, a gifted writer who finds it difficult to use his talents
creatively in their pain-free society. Bernard takes a holiday with Lenina outside the World State to a Savage
Reservation in New Mexico , in which the two observe natural-born people, disease, the aging process, other
languages, and religious lifestyles for the first time. The culture of the village folk resembles the contemporary
Native American groups of the region, descendants of the Anasazi , including the Puebloan peoples of Acoma
, Laguna and Zuni. Bernard and Lenina witness a violent public ritual and then encounter Linda, a woman
originally from the World State who is living on the reservation with her son John, now a young man. She,
too, visited the reservation on a holiday many years ago, but became separated from her group and was left
behind. She did not try to return to the World State, because of her shame at her pregnancy. Ostracised by the
villagers, John is able to articulate his feelings only in terms of Shakespearean drama, especially the tragedies
of Othello , Romeo and Juliet and Hamlet. Linda now wants to return to London, and John, too, wants to see
this "brave new world". Bernard sees an opportunity to thwart plans to exile him, and gets permission to take
Linda and John back. On their return to London, John meets the Director and calls him his "father", a vulgarity
which causes a roar of laughter. The humiliated Director resigns in shame before he can follow through with
exiling Bernard. Bernard, as "custodian" of the "savage" John who is now treated as a celebrity, is fawned on
by the highest members of society and revels in attention he once scorned. Considered hideous and friendless,
Linda spends all her time using soma, while John refuses to attend social events organised by Bernard,
appalled by what he perceives to be an empty society. She tries to seduce him, but he attacks her, before
suddenly being informed that his mother is on her deathbed. Some children who enter the ward for
"death-conditioning" come across as disrespectful to John until he attacks one physically. He then tries to
break up a distribution of soma to a lower-caste group, telling them that he is freeing them. Helmholtz and
Bernard rush in to stop the ensuing riot, which the police quell by spraying soma vapor into the crowd.
Bernard, Helmholtz, and John are all brought before Mustapha Mond, the "Resident World Controller for
Western Europe", who tells Bernard and Helmholtz that they are to be exiled to islands for antisocial activity.
Bernard pleads for a second chance, but Helmholtz welcomes the opportunity to be a true individual, and
chooses the Falkland Islands as his destination, believing that their bad weather will inspire his writing. Mond
tells Bernard that exile is actually a reward. The islands are full of the most interesting people in the world,
individuals who did not fit into the social model of the World State. Mond outlines for John the events that led
to the present society and his arguments for a caste system and social control. John asks if he may go to the
islands as well, but Mond refuses, saying he wishes to see what happens to John next. Jaded with his new life,
John moves to an abandoned hilltop tower, near the village of Puttenham , where he intends to adopt a solitary
ascetic lifestyle in order to purify himself of civilization, practising self-flagellation. This soon draws reporters
and eventually hundreds of amazed sightseers, hoping to witness his bizarre behaviour; one of them is implied
to be Lenina. At the sight of the woman he both adores and loathes, John attacks her with his whip. Onlookers
and journalists who arrive that evening discover John dead, having hanged himself. Although Bernard is an
Alpha-Plus the upper class of the society , he is a misfit. Unlike his fellow utopians, Bernard is often angry,
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resentful, and jealous. At times, he is also cowardly and hypocritical. His conditioning is clearly incomplete.
Success goes to his head. Despite his tearful pleas, he is ultimately banished to an island for his
non-conformist behaviour. John â€” the illicit son of the Director and Linda, born and reared on the Savage
Reservation "Malpais" after Linda was unwittingly left behind by her errant lover. John "the Savage", as he is
often called is an outsider both on the Reservationâ€”where the natives still practice marriage, natural birth,
family life and religionâ€”and the ostensibly civilised World State, based on principles of stability and shallow
happiness. The admonishments of the men of Malpais taught him to regard his mother as a whore; but he
cannot grasp that these were the same men who continually sought her out despite their supposedly sacred
pledges of monogamy. Because he is unwanted in Malpais, he accepts the invitation to travel back to London
and is initially astonished by the comforts of the World State. However, he remains committed to values that
exist only in his poetry. He first spurns Lenina for failing to live up to his Shakespearean ideal and then the
entire utopian society: He then ostracizes himself from society and attempts to purify himself of "sin" desire ,
but is finally unable to do so and hangs himself in despair. He feels unfulfilled writing endless propaganda
doggerel, and the stifling conformism and philistinism of the World State make him restive. Unlike Bernard,
he takes his exile in his stride and comes to view it as an opportunity for inspiration in his writing. Lenina is
promiscuous and popular but somewhat quirky in her society: She is basically happy and well-conditioned,
using soma to suppress unwelcome emotions, as is expected. Lenina has a date with Bernard, to whom she
feels ambivalently attracted, and she goes to the Reservation with him. On returning to civilization, she tries
and fails to seduce John the Savage. John loves and desires Lenina but he is repelled by her forwardness and
the prospect of pre-marital sex, rejecting her as an " impudent strumpet ". Lenina visits John at the lighthouse
but he attacks her with a whip, unwittingly inciting onlookers to do the same. Her exact fate is left unspecified.
Sophisticated and good-natured, Mond is an urbane and hyperintelligent advocate of the World State and its
ethos of "Community, Identity, Stability". Mond argues that art, literature, and scientific freedom must be
sacrificed to secure the ultimate utilitarian goal of maximising societal happiness. He defends the genetic caste
system, behavioural conditioning, and the lack of personal freedom in the World State: Fanny voices the
conventional values of her caste and society, particularly the importance of promiscuity: His success with
Lenina, and his casual attitude about it, infuriate the jealous Bernard. She remembers that he is particularly
hairy when he takes his clothes off. His plans take an unexpected turn, however, when Bernard returns from
the Reservation with Linda see below and John, a child they both realize is actually his. This fact, scandalous
and obscene in the World State not because it was extramarital which all sexual acts are but because it was
procreative, leads the Director to resign his post in shame. Having been conditioned to the promiscuous social
norms of the World State, Linda finds herself at once popular with every man in the pueblo because she is
open to all sexual advances and also reviled for the same reason, seen as a whore by the wives of the men who
visit her and by the men themselves who come to her nonetheless. Linda is desperate to return to the World
State and to soma, wanting nothing more from her remaining life than comfort until death. He is blond, short,
broad-shouldered, and has a booming voice. Darwin Bonaparte is known for two other works: He renews his
fame by filming the savage, John, in his newest release "The Savage of Surrey". Others[ edit ] Freemartins:
These women have been deliberately made sterile by exposure to male hormones during fetal development but
still physically normal except for "the slightest tendency to grow beards. Although he reinforces the behaviour
that causes hatred for Linda in Malpais by sleeping with her and bringing her mescal , he still holds the
traditional beliefs of his tribe. In his early years John also attempts to kill him. He gave Linda a copy of the
Complete Works of Shakespeare. Mitsima, an elder tribal shaman who also teaches John survival skills such
as rudimentary ceramics specifically coil pots , which were traditional to Native American tribes and
bow-making. Background figures[ edit ] These are non-fictional and factual characters who lived before the
events in this book, but are of note in the novel: Henry Ford , who has become a messianic figure to the World
State. It is also strongly implied that citizens of the World State believe Freud and Ford to be the same person.
Ivan Petrovich Pavlov , whose conditioning techniques are used to train infants. William Shakespeare , whose
banned works are quoted throughout the novel by John, "the Savage". Mustapha Mond also knows them
because as a World Controller he has access to a selection of books from throughout history, including the
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Bible. Thomas Robert Malthus , 19th century British economist, believed the people of the Earth would
eventually be threatened by their inability to raise enough food to feed the population. In the novel, the
eponymous character devises the contraceptive techniques Malthusian belt that are practiced by women of the
World State. John Henry Newman , 19th century Catholic theologian and educator, believed university
education the critical element in advancing post-industrial Western civilization. Alfred Mond , British
industrialist, financier and politician. Aldous Huxley has shown his usual masterly skill in Brave New World.
Chesterton explained that Huxley was revolting against the "Age of Utopias". In the decade following the war
the discourse shifted to an examination of the causes of the catastrophe. The works of H. Wells and George
Bernard Shaw on the promises of socialism and a World State were then viewed as the ideas of naive
optimists. Men like Ford or Mond seemed to many to have solved the social riddle and made capitalism the
common good. But it was not native to us; it went with a buoyant, not to say blatant optimism, which is not
our negligent or negative optimism. Much more than Victorian righteousness, or even Victorian
self-righteousness, that optimism has driven people into pessimism. For the Slump brought even more
disillusionment than the War. A new bitterness, and a new bewilderment, ran through all social life, and was
reflected in all literature and art. It was contemptuous, not only of the old Capitalism, but of the old Socialism.
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Brave New World Revisited (Harper & Brothers, US, ; Chatto & Windus, UK, ), written by Huxley almost thirty years after
Brave New World, is a non-fiction work in which Huxley considered whether the world had moved toward or away from
his vision of the future from the s. He believed when he wrote the original novel that it was a.

Searching for streaming and purchasing options Common Sense is a nonprofit organization. Your purchase
helps us remain independent and ad-free. Get it now on Searching for streaming and purchasing options A lot
or a little? Educational Value Brave New World is an extremely influential dystopian science-fiction novel
that presents both a richly imagined future and a sharp critique of trends prevalent at the time of its publication
that are still relevant today. Positive Messages By showing the hollowness of lives devoted to consumerism,
promiscuity, and empty pleasure, Huxley tacitly endorses community, literacy, family, service, faithfulness,
and reverence. It is his belief that there is more to life than empty sex, emotion-numbing drugs, and
meaningless pastimes. A white boy raised on an Indian reservation, he feels like an outcast among the Native
Americans, only to be overwhelmed by the promiscuous consumer culture promoted by the World State.
Violence Science seems to have eliminated most violent tendencies in the inhabitants of Central London. On
the Indian reservation, however, life is far harsher and physically punishing. There are also scenes of
self-flagellation. The end of the novel features a violent orgy and a suicide, both of which are more implied
than directly dramatized. Sex Brave New World is permeated by sex, although there are no explicit
descriptions of sexual acts. Promiscuous sex is the norm, and characters routinely speak of "having" each
other. Young children are encouraged to engage in sex play with their peers. Orgies are not unusual. Men
chew sex-hormone gum. Women carry elaborate contraception kits. Having grown up on the reservation in
New Mexico, John seeks a romantic relationship in Central London but cannot bear the gulf between his
idealistic notions and his own physical urges. Because the inhabitants of Central London regard Henry Ford as
a secular prophet, they use his surname as a mild expletive. Also, the word "mother" is practically an obsenity
to a populace conceived and decanted from bottles. Consumerism The novel is set in a society given
completely over to pleasure and consumerism. There are fictional products mentioned, but nothing that
matches one-to-one with real-world items. It seems to be a tranquilizer with hallucinatory effects. It is
addicitive, and prolonged use inevitably leads to physical deterioration. On the Indian reservation, mescal is
drunk by the residents, and peyote is used during tribal initiations. Set in a society given completely over to
pleasure and consumerism, it is both humorous and chilling, and ultimately raises questions about what makes
us human. Although there are no explicit descriptions of sexual acts, promiscuous sex is the norm, and there is
a violent orgy. There is also a suicide. Citizens of the World State take a tranquilizing, hallucinatory drug
called soma, and on an Indian reservation, residents drink mescal and use peyote during tribal initiations. Stay
up to date on new reviews. Get full reviews, ratings, and advice delivered weekly to your inbox.
6: Los Angeles Times - We are currently unavailable in your region
De Koster, Katie, ed. Readings on Brave New World. San Diego, CA: Greenhaven Press, This is a guide to reading and
understanding Brave New World. It includes.

7: Brave New World - a Review of Aldous Huxley's Dystopian Novel | Owlcation
Brave New World is a dystopian novel written in by English author Aldous Huxley, and published in Largely set in a
futuristic World State of genetically modified citizens and an intelligence-based social hierarchy, the novel anticipates
huge scientific developments in reproductive.

8: Readings on Brave New World by Katie de Koster
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Seated on a veranda high in the Hollywood Hills, a few book clubbers who had gathered to discuss Aldous Huxley's
"Brave New World" in the author's last Los Angeles home craned their necks.

9: Readings on Brave new world ( edition) | Open Library
In Brave New World Aldous Huxley conjures up a horrifying, but often comic, vision of a future Utopia in which humans
are processed, conditioned, regimented, and drugged into total social conformity.
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